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CHAPTER – VI 

EPILOGUE : DOLPHINS 

 

   

 In spite of the turmoil , Spender had to face during his last five years  , he 

did manage to complete a final book .In 1994 Dolphins was published by Faber 

and Faber , who also hosted an eighty – fifth birthday party ,which Spender 

rightly thought of as a drawing of the curtain , and St. Martin’s reissued World 

Within World  . In October Spender made his last trip to America .He read at the 

92nd Street Y and at Brandies , and delivered a speech on art and literature at a 

dinner in his honor at the New York Public Library .In November he fell as he was 

leaving a New York City restaurant and broke a hip .Treatment included the 

implant of a pacemaker ; for sometime Spender had suffered from congestive 

heart failure . It was not until the end of the year that he was able to return home 

,but he did manage to regain his ability to walk . Back at Loudoun Road ,he lived 

a quieter  version of his old life . A hospital stay became necessary during the 

summer of 1995 and became frailer , but he continued to write the occasional 

review and to enjoy lunches at his clubs or at home .As a writer , he knew he had 

done what he could do . 

  Dolphins was dedicated to Auden ,Day-Lewis , MacNeice , and 

Isherwood , Spender’s closest and oldest literary friends .It is a small book 

,containing nineteen poems , a few reworked from earlier versions .To some 

extent , Dolphins continues what had become for Spender a process of 

recollection .Three of the new poems – “ Letter from an Ornithologist in Antarctica 

“ , “ Farewell To My Student ,” and “ Laughter “ – are ,in effect ,elegies to “B”, 
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whom he identified by name and described as “one of the best people I have ever 

met “ in an interview with Ian Hamilton for the New Yorker  profile. 

  The “Farewell” poem is almost conversational in tone but contains 

the by now familiar Spender  penchant for delicate , almost  romantic  , nature 

imagery .It begins :  

For our farewell ,we went down to the footpath  
Circling the lake . 

You stood there , looking up at  
Egrets nesting in high branches 
 
--White ghosts in a green tapestry. 

And I stood silent , thinking of  
Images to recall this moment . 
     (D:9)    

 

“Air Raid “ is a World War II memory : 

In this room like a bowl of flowers filled with light  

Family eyes look down on the white  

Pages of a book , and the white ceiling 

Like starch of a nurse , reflects a calm feeling  . 

 

The daughter , with hands outstretched to the fire , 

Transmits through her veins the peaceful desire  

Of the family tree , from which she was born , 

To push tendrils through dark to a happier dawn . 

 

In the ancient house or the glass – and –steel flat 

The vertical descendants of the genes that  

Go back far in the past , are supported by floors  

And protected by walls from the weather outdoors . 

 

In their complex stage settings they act out the parts  

Of their bodies enclosing their human hearts  

With limbs utilizing chairs ,tables , cups,  

All the necessities and props .  (D ; 5) 
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“A First War Childhood “ looks back t 1916. 

 

Wrapped in my blanket  

--A chrysalis  

Wings not yet sprouted – 

I stared up at  

The ceiling skylight  

Where , mile on mile ,  

Tons of dark weighed  

Pressing on glass, 

And stars like jewels  

In cogs of a watch  

Divided time  

Into minutes and seconds . 

 

Out of that Nowhere 

Surrounding all 

So that any point anywhere  

Was at the centre, 

There fell a voice  

Like a waterfall  

Speaking through space  

 

I AM  I AM  I AM  (D : 35) 

 

“Room” describes a space in memories : 

 

This room’s electric with those memories  

Which ,when he enters their invisible  

Unanticipated zone ,galvanize 

His spirit to a shape his body had  

Centuries ,it seems ,ago . 

Open the door –  

The room’s ablaze with children  

In their sloop made of two chairs  
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Where they play pirates . 

Points of fire ,their hair, 

Their eyes of ice ,their laughter  

The clashing swords of angels guarding Eden . 

`Come in !’ they shout ,and mean to say `Get out !’ 

 

Then ,standing at the window ,seeing   

Dusk absorb the green particulars  

Of grass and trees , and make intenser 

The glow of bricks and roses , he hears  

Calling from the shrubbery ,the voice  

Of one long dead , 

Poignant through the dark ,that when she lived  

He dared not answer .   (D : 30) 

 

 “Worldsworth,”a favorite Dolphins poems of Spender’s ,is one inspired by 

the memory of the poet’s discovery of Wordsworth in the Lake District as a child 

.The inspiration came during the 1979 visit to Skelgill Farm with Natasha .He 

remembered his father reading Wordsworth to his mother , with his play on words 

that brings together Spender’s earliest and primary poetic inspiration and his life 

long commitment to the establishment of a better world . 

`Worldsworth,’I thought ,this peace  

Of voices intermingling –  

`Worldsworth,’to me ,a vow.    (D:41) 

 

 In Dolphins one feels that the poet has found his own voice , that he is no 

longer concerned , for instance , with modernism or his art in it . Dolphins is a 

relatively conscious farewell from a man who has little time to live and who quietly 

expresses feelings that are inevitably colored by the approaching end .The last 

poem in the volume ,a poem called “The Alphabet Tree, “ dedicated to Valerie 
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Eliot , the wife of his own literary “father ,“foreshadows the end of the voyager’s 

quest .In the poem a voice urges on the poet : 

 

 

“Today you must climb  

Up the rungs of this ladder …”  (D:45)  

   

 
So the poet climbs and strikes the letter Z and reads a poem in his head .But the 

voice , true to Spender’s own tendency to deprecate himself ,sees only “a flower 

/Whose petals will scatter /On the breeze in an hour .” 

 The last stanza is Spender’s final celebration of greatness .The voice cries 
out ,    

“But behold where on high  
The entire ink –black sky  
Is diamonded  

With stars of great poets 

Whose language unfetters 

Every Alphabet’s letters …”         (D:46) 

 

 One afternoon in July 1995 , the Spenders had lunch ,as they had so often 

before , with a group of accomplished friends .Spender was quiet during the 

lunch but obviously happy to be where he was , in his natural element .From time 

to time he said something amusing .The next morning , July 16 , when Natasha  

called him to a meal ,there was no answer , and she found her husband dead on 

the bedroom floor . 

A “Service of Thanksgiving to Celebrate the Life and Work of Stephen 

Spender” was held on March  20, 1996 ,at St.  Martin- in – the –Fields . 

 The people at the service – representing a wide spectrum of ages and 

social classes – came to pay homage to a consummate man of letters and a 
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witness to his age , a man who was sometimes so quiet and gentle as to go 

almost unnoticed but who , like Virginia Woolf ‘s Orlando , was always there .As 

Spender was so much a representative of the turbulent age of modernism ,they 

came to homage not only to him but t that age and to all of its “greats,” those 

voyagers who as painters , as poets , as progressive social and literary thinkers , 

had broken through the barriers of mediocrity and narrow-mindedness and “wore 

at their hearts the fire’s centre .“The title poem of Dolphins epitomizes Spender’s 

life long journey between ` outside ‘ and ` within ‘,between `centre’ and 

`circumference’ : 

Happy ,they leap 

Out of the surface  

Of waves reflecting  

The sun fragmented  

To broken glass  

By the stiff breeze  

Across our bows . 

 

Curving , they draw  

Curlicues  

And serifs with  

Lashed tail and fin  

Across the screen  

Of blue horizon –  

Images  

Of their delight  

Outside , displaying  

My heart within . 

 

Across this dazzling  

Mediterranean  

August morning  

The dolphins write such  

Ideograms : 
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With power to wake  

Me prisoned in  

My human speech  

They sign : 

` I AM !’         (D :1)  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


